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Brief Description of 
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PROBLEM: Recent US planning documents focus on transportation 
network preparedness, emphasizing “securing and managing flows of 
people and goods” along transportation networks. Presidential Policy 
Directive 21 states that critical infrastructure “must be secure and able to 
withstand and rapidly recover from all hazards.” This combination of the 
abilities to (i) withstand the effects of a disruption and (ii) recover timely 
is often referred to as resilience.  
PROPOSED SOLUTION: This research addresses the vulnerability 
dimension of resilience by approaching the importance of the 
components in a multi‐modal transportation network relative to (i) their 
commodity flows and (ii) the interdependent, multi‐regional, multi‐
industry impact of those commodity flows (as a primary role of the multi‐
modal network is as a connector of multiple industries). The study will (i) 
develop a multi‐commodity network flow representation of a multi‐modal 
transportation network, relate disruptions to interdependent multi‐
industry and multi‐regional losses, (ii) characterize transportation 
network components to multi‐regional, multi‐industry economic 
vulnerability, and (iii) develop a means to measure the effectiveness of 
preparedness decisions to reduce the impacts of transportation network 
disruptions (e.g., via optimal re‐routing, via increased capacity, via 
network completion) among different transportation modes. The 
importance of this work to transportation planners is in understanding 
the contribution of individual components in the multi‐modal network to 
economic productivity given a protracted disruption. This work could also 
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assist logistics planners in measuring the efficacy of rerouting strategies 
given a disruption, and policy makers will be benefit from the final 
deliverables as a mean to analyze how network development decisions in 
terms of the accessibility of potential nodes/links within the network and 
the availability of incremental capacities would improve the network 
survivability at the time of a disruption. 
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